SPECIAL

NEEDS

RAISING BOYS WITH ADHD: SECRETS FOR
PARENTING HEALTHY, HAPPY SONS
Mary Anne Richey, James Forgan • 9781760567262
Written by two professional who have “been there and done
that” with their own sons with ADHD, Raising Boys With ADHD
empowers parents to help their sons with ADHD find success in
school and beyond. The book covers topics no often found in other
parenting guides such as the preschool years and early diagnosis
and strategies for teens transitioning to work and university. Filled
with practical knowledge, resources and tools needed to help
parents address the many strengths and challenges of boys with
ADHD, this book provides parents with encouragement and hope for the future.

PRU7262 • $29.95

THE BOY WITH A DIFFERENT BRAIN
Brooke Ross • 9781760563394
The Boy with a Different Brain: Creating Awareness and
Acceptance of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
has been created to provide teachers and educators
with a vibrant, engaging resource with which to educate
students about Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Written
from the perspective of an eight-year-old boy and featuring
bright and dynamic illustrations from Skye McBain, author
Brooke Ross’ text is designed to help students build a sense of awareness and
understanding of the behaviours associated with ASD.

HB3394 • $19.95
DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE LEARNERS:
RTI STRATEGIES FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

PARENTING KIDS WITH OCD: A GUIDE TO
UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORTING YOU CHILD
WITH OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER
Bonnie Zucker • 9781760566876
Family accommodation is the rule, not the exception, when
it comes to childhood OCD; yet, more accommodation is
associated with a worsening of the child’s symptoms and
greater levels of familial stress. OCD worsens when there is
increased stress for the child; therefore, stress management
is an essential component for improvement. Parents will learn
how to manage stress in themselves and encourage effective
stress management for their children.

PRU6876 • $24.95

toby J. Karten • 9781760565800

Proactively address your students’ diverse needs, using
multitiered systems of support and response to intervention
(RTI). The author details how to impactfully respond to students’
academic, emotional, and behavioral challenges; embrace
learning differences; and create inclusive classroom environments.
Throughout the book, readers are supplied with tiered lessons,
practical resources, instructional and staff scenarios, student
vignettes, and responsive evidence-based interventions.

SOT5800 • $32.95
A TEACHER’S GUIDE TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

BUILDING ON THE STRENGTHS OF STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Toby Karten • 9781760563097
As a must-have reference for busy teachers with little special
education training, this book supplies classroom-tested
instructional strategies that address the characteristics of and
challenges faced by students with special needs. With Building on
the Strengths of Students with Special Needs, Toby Karten focuses
on specific disabilities and inclusive curriculum scenarios for
learners in F-12 environments. Valuable advice on how to prevent
labels from capping student potential and encouragement to help
teachers continually improve learner outcomes. This resource
walks teachers through the process of reinforcing, motivating, scaffolding and planning for
instruction that targets learners of all ability levels.

117023 • $39.95

David F Batemen, Jenifer L. Cline • 9781760560706
Despite the prevalence of students with disabilities in the
general education classroom, few teachers receive training on
how to meet these students’ needs or how to navigate the
legally mandated processed enumerated in the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act. What is their role? What are
their responsibilities? And what must they do to ensure that
students with disabilities and other special needs receive
the quality education they’re entitled to? In this practical
reference, bestselling author David F. Bateman and special
education administrator Jenifer L. Cline clarify what general education teachers need
to know about special education law processes and provide a guide to instructional
best practices for the inclusive classroom.

116019 • $39.95
WHEN SMART KIDS UNDERACHIEVE IN SCHOOL:
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR TEACHERS

WHEN ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
Kim Davis, Susan Dixon • 9781742397061
This book provides information and tools to support all children
whose primary way to communicate is through challenging
behaviours. The authors address what behaviours children
use to communicate, what kinds of messages they may be
sending, and how adults can ask six critical questions to better
understand and meet children’s ne eds. Throughout the book,
stories provide enlightening, sometimes humorous, examples
of how children use behaviour to communicate. Engaging
exercises and end-of-chapter questions can be used by
individuals or teams to examine and improve their current practice.

SOT7061 • $40.00

Todd Stanley • 9781760566883 5
This book takes a look at the 10 most common reasons why
some smart, advanced and gifted students do not reach their
achievement potential. Reasons for underachievement range
from social– emotional needs, lack of proper programming,
not being challenged and potential learning disabilities.
Each chapter discusses a different cause and three practical
strategies that can be used to overcome it. Useful for teachers,
counsellors, gifted coordinators and administrators, this book
is an easy-to-read, must-have resource for any educator looking to identify, understand
and reverse underachievement.

PRU6883 • $49.95
NAVIGATING THE CORE CURRICULUM: RTI
STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT EVERY LEARNER

LEADING AN INCLUSIVE SCHOOL: ACCESS AND
SUCCESS FOR ALL STUDENTS

Toby J Karten • 9781760563813
Using response to intervention (RTI), a multitiered approach to
planning learning outcomes and assessing and augmenting
students’ learning progress, K - 12 teachers can enhance
students’ core academic knowledge.

Richard Villa , Jacqueline Thousand • 9781760562854

Richard A. Villa and Jacqueline S. Thousand provide an indepth, research-based guide for ensuring that your school
provides the federally guaranteed least restrictive environment
for students no matter the severity of the challenges they face.

SOT3813 • $45.95

116022 • $39.95
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INCLUSION DOS, DON’TS AND DO BETTERS
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

INCLUSION & CCSS SUPPORTS FOR
STUDENTS & STAFF

Toby Karten • 9781760562212
This full-colour, glossy quick-refernece guide covers five
key areas to address when creating an inclusive classroom:
attitude, evidence-based practices, specially designed
instruction, collaborative practices and administrative
supports.

Troy J Karten • 9781760017460
Student have diverse skills, knowledge, learning styles and
backgrounds - and one approach won’t help all learners
meet rigorous new standards. Author Toby J. Karten
summarises the reasons and research behind Common
Core State Standards and other widely adopted initiatives.
She offers recommendations for using research-based
inclusion strategies, instructional supports, monitoring,
reflection and collaborative practices to give all staff and
the students they instruct a step-by-step outcome-based formula. Every student
deserves access to a quality education, viable post-secondary options and the
core knowledge required by rigorous standards.

QRG116082 • $19.95
PYRAMID OF BEHAVIOUR INTERVENTIONS:
SEVEN KEYS TO A POSITIVE
Chris Weber, Charlie Coleman, Tom Hierck • 9781742392301
The authors ask educators to commit to pro-actively
meeting the behavioural as well as academic needs of
their students. Research on student behaviour, response
to intervention, and professional learning communities
inform the practical strategies teachers and school
leaders can use to create superior school and classroom
climates and cultures in which learning is primed to occur.

LSM7460 • $49.95
HELPING STUDENTS WITH AUTISTIC
SPECTRUM DISORDERS TO LEARN
1 74170 389 1 • Mary Pittman
This book provides guidelines to help educators structure
the classroom environment, understand and improve
behaviour, and look at transition through the eyes of students
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). With invaluable
insights from the author’s many years of practice, this
resource includes visual resources for supporting learning
and behaviour, case studies to illustrate best practice, and
photocopiable activities for staff training exercises.

SOT2301 • $27.95
TEACHING PLAY TO CHILDREN WITH AUTISM
Nicky Phillips, Liz Beavan • 9781743306369
The Identiplay intervention helps children on the autistic
spectrum, and those with specific communication
disorders, learn to play. Through the use of play scripts
the approach promotes the development of social skills,
understanding, imagination and exploration. By learning
these skills the young person can enjoy reciprocal play
with an adult or peer. Supported by case studies the
theory behind the approach is fully outlined and scripts
are provided for instant use in a number of settings.

SA3891 • $46.95
MENTAL HEALTH IN SCHOOLS: A GUIDE
TO PASTORAL & CURRICULUM PROVISION
Mark Prever • 9781743304105
Mental Health is now a mandatory component of the
PSHE (Personal, Social and Health Education) curriculum.
This book is a practical guide for teachers, explaining the
difference between counselling and counselling skills, as
well as looking at how mental health issues affect children’s
behaviour, self-esteem, motivation and achievement and
so on, and what the school can do about this.

SA6369 • $49.95
NEURODIVERSITY IN THE CLASSROOM

SA4105 • $49.95
STRENGTHENING VISUAL MEMORY SKILLS MODIFIED BASIC SKILLS
Penny Groves • 1 74025 718 9
Students who experience visual memory difficulties will
appreciate these short but effective exercises to improve
their recall of visual information. The author, a veteran
classroom and special education teacher, has devised
over 40 pages of exercises that use touch, sight and
speech to build a student’s memory of shapes, numbers
and letters. The reproducible pages are easy to administer
and check over without need for an answer key. Students
can work one-on-one with an adult, in student pairs, or in
small groups. A checklist to show progress is included.

LDA80022 • $24.95
UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORTING
CHILDREN WITH ADHD

113017 • $27.95

Thomas Armstrong • 9781743307748
A new concept on human diversity has emerged over
the past 10 years that promises to revolutionise the way
educators provide services to students with specials needs:
neurodiversity. Just as we celebrate diversity in nature
and cultures, so too do we need to honour the diversity
of brains among our students who learn, think and behave
differently. This innovative book focuses on five categories
of specials needs: learning disabilities, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, autism, intellectual disabilities, and
emotional and behavioural disorders.

EVERYDAY COMPREHENSION INTERVENTION ACTIVITIES,
WITH CD-ROM

The Everyday Comprehension series is the ideal way to deliver weekly activities
to students, challenging them to improve their comprehension. Each one-week
unit in this series addresses a specific curriculum-based comprehension strategy
with five reproducible practice and assessment activities and a consistent
research-based instructional approach to ensure best practices. With easy-touse assessments, fast and fun mini-lessons, and hundreds of activities, these
books give teachers everything they need to help their students succeed.

$24.95 Each

1 74170 390 5 • Lesley A Hughes & Paul Cooper
Drawing directly from real classroom experience, this
book shows how to use effective management strategies
to improve behaviour in the classroom and at home.
This interdisciplinary approach will provide teachers with
strategies to deal with disruptive behaviours and promote
positive behaviour, advice on how teachers can support and
guide parents, advice on collaborative working, and how
teachers can build partnerships with other professionals.

SA3905 • $49.95
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EVERY CHILD CAN LEARN
Katrin Stroh, Thelma Robinson and Alan Proctor • 1 74170 421 9
With an accessible and positive approach, as well as an
accompanying CD-ROM,this book focuses on helping
children learn and develop their potential, concentrating on
what children can, rather than cannot do. This approach can
be extended to all aspects of the child’s life, enabling them
to participate in everyday activities at home and school. Fully
illustrated, this book offers techniques and activities to help
children develop their learning, and is suitable for anyone
working with or caring for a child with learning difficulties.

SA4219 • $79.95
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HOW TO MANAGE YOUR INCLUSIVE
CLASSROOM
Cindy Holzschuher • 1 86401 752 X
Ideas for addressing and planning for a wide range of
individual abilities within the regular classroom. It will help
you understand special needs students and the laws that
affect their education. Inclusion improves the educational
system for all students. To be successful though, it
requires changes in the curriculum, in how teachers
provide instructional services, and in how students with
and without disabilities interact during the school day.

2118 • $35.95
EDUCATING CHILDREN WITH A COMPLEX
CONDITION

THE NEW INCLUSION
Kathy Perez • 9781760012069
How can today’s educators rise to the challenges of
teaching in the inclusive classroom, while at the same
time making teaching more rewarding and beneficial for
all students? The New Inclusion: Differentiated Strategies
to Engage ALL Students encompasses a broader
understanding of the inclusive classroom (F-8), embracing
all the different needs that teachers face - from special
education, to English as an additional language or dialect
(EAL/D) learners, to a wide spectrum of student ability and
readiness. Designed to be of practical and immediate use,
all chapters include a focus on the needs of less-able readers.

TCP2069 • $32.95
LEARNING IN SAFE SCHOOLS, 2ND EDITION

Winand H. Dittrich, Rona Tutt• 1 74170 873 7
This book blends together scientific knowledge from different
disciplines and translates it into practical terms for those
dealing with children with complex conditions. By bringing
together some of the latest research on how the brain learns
with what is known about identifying developmental disorders
that appear to have a common biological basis, this book
covers: what is known about a common group of disorders,
(including ADHD, autistic spectrum disorders, dyslexia,
dyscalculia and dyspraxia); how to recognise when a child may have more than one
condition; and what teaching approaches and strategies might be most relevant.

SA8737 • $39.95

Faye Brownlie, Judith King • 9781760017644
Regardless of students needs, backgrounds and skills,
this comprehensive book offers teachers the information
they need to create effective learning environments where
all students feel they belong. Learning in Safe School, 2nd
Ed. offers the tools teachers need for building inclusive
school. Committed to teaching so all students can learn,
the book offers ideas for planning and adapting curriculum
for a wide range of students. It also encourages strategies
that build collaborative learning with examples of effective
approaches to problem-solving.

PBP7644 • $29.95
CREATING AN INCLUSIVE SCHOOL, 2ND ED

Richard A. Villa, Jacqueline S. Thousand
• 1 74101 692 4
In this comprehensive resource on inclusive schooling,
administrators, general and special educators and parents
explore how inclusive education can support a diverse
student body at all year levels. They show how schools can
meet standards and provide a ‘least restrictive environment’
for students with disabilities by using cooperative learning,
teaming, multi-age grouping, multicultural education, social
skills training, and educational technology applications. And
they explain how to facilitate change by using universal design principles and
other curricular, instructional, assessment and organisational practices.

105019 • $39.95
RECOGNISING AND PLANNING FOR SPECIAL
NEEDS IN THE EARLY YEARS
Maggie Smith, Chris Dukes • 9781742391342
Making sure that young children with special educational
needs have the right support is a top priority for all early
years settings, but spotting additional needs can be tricky.
This book is the ultimate resource for busy practitioners,
who want good, clear advice on what to look for and how
to set up the necessary provision. From an award-winning
author team, the advice contained here will empower
you, and give you the confidence to identify and plan for
the needs of every child in your care. Suitable for all early years students and
practitioners, this book reminds the reader that all children require additional
support at some stage, and that providing it is an essential part of good practice.

SA1342 • $47.95

STUDENT DIVERSITY, 2ND EDITION
Faye Brownlie, Catherine Feniak, Leyton Schnellert • 9781760017682
This practical handbook shows teachers how to use
collaboration, assessment and strategic teaching to
meet the needs of all students - from EAL/D learners and
children with disabilities to students with different learning
styles. From relationship-building activities to ways
to meet specific curriculum expectations, teachers will
discover practical strategies and organisational frameworks
that will help them reach all students. This updated version
of the popular first edition has been expanded to include
major sections on narrative and personal writing as well as specific strategies that
deal with using assessment to plan lessons. New approaches to novel study, maths
and humanities and social sciences are also part of this teacher-friendly publication.

PBP7682 • $29.95
ATTENTION SEEKING, SECOND EDITION
1 74170 418 9 • Nigel Mellor
This book is focused on solving the distressing problems
raised by attention seeking behaviour, both in classrooms
and in pre-school settings. The book includes: a 10 step
programme setting out clear strategies to use; material on
the use of stories; discussion of problems with time-out;
cutting-edge coverage of ADHD, chaos, autism, language
problems and attachment; and ideas for managing parent
meetings at school. Written for teachers, staff, lecturers
and researchers, this book is ideal for anyone wanting
to understand more about the motives of attention seeking and reduce this
unwanted behaviour in the young people they work with.

SA4189 • $55.95
RTI FOR GIFTED STUDENTS
Mary Ruth Coleman, Susan Johnsen • 9781760017057
Comprehensive overview of Response to Intervention (RtI)
frameworks that include gifted students. RtI for Gifted
Students focuses on the topic of Response to Intervention,
particularly ways of serving gifted learners within the RtI
process. In this book we have tried to balance theory,
practice and policy to present a well-rounded view of what
we know and need to know about the implication of RtI for
gifted learners. One of the books featured in the CEC-TAG
Educational Resource series, the book incorporates national,
state and local RtI models and explains how gifted learners can be included within
these frameworks. Specific attention is given to addressing the needs of students
who are twice-exceptional and to culturally responsive practices.

PRU7057 • $53.95
INCLUSION STRATEGIES & INTERVENTIONS

BRAIN-FRIENDLY STRATEGIES FOR THE
INCLUSION CLASSROOM
1 74170 481 2 • Judy Willis
If you’ve ever felt unprepared to teach students with learning
disabilities, here’s a book that will extend your brain-friendly
teaching practices to address students with learning
disabilities and other special challenges. Neurologist and
classroom teacher Judy Willis explains how the research on
how people learn can help you. The book provides lots of
sample lessons, teaching strategies and tips including why
to offer more choice and a wider variety of participation options and why it’s
important to include physical movement in classes with ADHD students.

107040 • $32.95
IN A NUTSHELL: ADD (ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER)

Toby Karten • 9781742399706
Maximise learning in today inclusive classrooms. In inclusive
classrooms, students with special educational needs are treated
as integral members of the general education environment.
Inclusion interventions honour the belief that all students are
capable of meeting high expectations.

1 74101 775 0 • Susan Archibald Marcus
Children and adults with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
look like regular people. But behind the face lies a perplexing
disability, one whose associated behaviour tells the story.
Addressing several of the treatments that are prevalent and
standard, as well as some new and exciting treatments that
can change the way we look at this condition

SOT9706 • $32.95

RF7750 • $15.00
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COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL TRAINING

HOW TO PREVENT SPECIAL EDUCATION
LITIGATION
Regina Umpstead, Janet Decker, Kevin Brady, David Schimmel, Matthew
Militello • 9781760016265
It is essential that today’s educators and school leaders
are more informed about the legal rights and entitlements
of students with disabilities. This resource provides eight
easy-to-implement lesson plans on special education law
that require no legal knowledge and can be facilitated by
school principals, special education directors, teachers
or university instructors. In short one-hour sessions,
participants learn by engaging in practical activities
instead of only passively reading about the law. All of the lessons utilise actual
situations that have led to expensive litigation.

Mark Le Messurier • 1 74101 307 0
This book is for educators, counsellors and health
professionals. It is for those who wish to explore the notion
that children always do better when they are encouraged
to stretch their self-awareness and independence.
Using cognitive behavioural training (CBT), students are
explicitly taught to acquire new skills and solve problems
with organisation, planning, remembering, perseverance,
motivation, confidence and more. With practical, easyto-use ideas and engaging exercises, this resource offers
effective tools to support children as they learn to change
their behaviours.

HB3070 • $69.95

TCP6265 • $52.95
TEACHING WITH POVERTY IN MIND

CORRECTING REVERSALS

Eric Jensen • 9781742395821
Jensen helps you understand what poverty does to
children’s brains and why students raised in poverty are
especially subject to stressors that undermine school
behaviour and performance. Then learn how the effects
of poverty can be reversed when educators employ the
practices of turn-around schools and schools that have
a history of high performance among students raised in
poverty. Jensen explains what educators everywhere
can do to improve the achievement of economically
disadvantaged students.

Penny Groves • 1 74101 357 7
The author of this book, an experienced teacher of
special education and general classes, provides over 40
pages of well-tested exercises to help early childhood/
primary students eliminate commonly reversed letters and
numbers. A solid understanding of left and right is key,
and Correcting Reversals begins with a basic review of
this concept using memory tricks. This book also offers
rhymes and memory games to help students recall which
way to shape their letters and numbers.

INCLUDING THE SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD

IMPROVING WORKING MEMORY

LDA80020 • $24.95

109074 • $25.95

Grace Bickert • 1 74025 802 9
As special needs children are more commonly being
included in Primary schools, the student population is
becoming more and more diverse and the needs of these
students need to be met, adapted lessons are a must.
This book begins with an introduction to the included
classroom and proceeds to offer adapted lessons in
the following basic skills: Small Motor Activities, Gross
Motor Activities, Sensory Integration, Group Activities and
Recipes for Sensory Activities.

INA2630 • $24.95
OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES WITH NUMBER
Ronit Bird • 9781743300077
In writing this practical book, Ronit Bird has drawn on her
teaching and training experience to create teaching plans for
key numeracy topics, aimed at those working with students
aged 9-16. She provides detailed strategies for teaching
numeracy skills through a progression of practical activities
and visualisation techniques which build the self-esteem of
students who need extra help and give them a basic foundation
in number.

SA0077 • $39.95
CONNECTING WITH STUDENTS
Allen Mendler • 9781743306086
How many teachers take the time to connect with
students on a personal level? Teachers who manage to
transcend the normal student-teacher relationships can
benefit everyone in school particularly the “challenging”
students. Connecting with Students outlines dozens of
positive strategies for bridging the gap between teacher
and student through personal, academic and social
connections. Easily tailored to any learning environment,
the activities and guidelines provide you with the tools you
need in the classroom.

101236 • $15.95

Tracy Packiam Alloway • 9781742391328
Your working memory is the information your brain stores
for a short period of time, it is your brain’s post-it note if
you like and how much information you can remember has
a huge influence on how well you do at school and beyond.
By developing and improving a child’s working memory, you
will see improvements in their achievements at school and in
their concentration. Better working memory can be particularly
useful to children with conditions where poor working memory
is thought to be an underlying factor. It is packed full of
practical strategies to use with students, but it also explains
the theory behind them.

SA1328 • $49.95
AUTISM AND UNDERSTANDING
Walter Solomon, Chris Holland, Mary Jo Middleton • 9781743306352
This book does not offer a miracle cure for autism,
although the authors aim to counteract the prevailing
view that autism is a lifetime
condition. Authors
Walter Solomon, Chris Holland and Mary Jo Middleton
demonstrate that with the appropriate intervention,
children with autism and other special needs can gain
a fuller understanding of the world and learn to take a
constructive and contributing place in it.

SA6352 • $44.95
ADD/ADHD ALTERNATIVES IN THE CLASSROOM
Thomas Armstrong • 9781741016970
This special needs resource identifies what teachers can do
to boost the success of students with learning difficulties.
The book provides practical classroom examples for
teachers and gives strategies to empower instead of
controlling children with ADD/ADHD.
It outlines the
seven assumptions and limitations of ADD/ADHD children
including biological disorder, the most effective approach
and other disorders ADD/ADHD children may have.

199273 • $16.95
THE AUTISM INCLUSION TOOLKIT
Maggie Bowen & Lynn Plimley • 9781741707403
A growing number of pupils with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs) are educated in mainstream settings.
To support them effectively and maximise their learning
potential, it is essential that all school staff fully
understand their needs. This complete training package
can be delivered during staff meetings to ensure autismfriendly practice throughout the school. This toolkit
demonstrates the value of using self-evaluation tools to
improve services and includes a CD-ROM.

SA7404 • $75.00
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STUDENTS AT RISK, 2ND EDITION
Cheryll Duquette • 9781760017705
Students at Risk shows teachers how to deal with the
different academic strengths and needs, learning styles,
intelligences, interests and cultural backgrounds of all
students in their classroom. This expanded and updated
revision is a practical guide for working with all students
in a typical classroom. New material includes a thorough
explanation of Differentiated Instruction, along with a stepby-step guide based on the real experience of teachers.

PBP7705 • $29.95
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CREATING CARING CLASSROOMS
Kathleen Lundy, Larry Swartz • 9781760017606
Creating Caring Classrooms is committed to building
respectful relationships among students, teachers and the
school community. Through active, engaging, relevant,
imaginative and open-ended activities students will be
encouraged to explore events, ideas, themes, texts,
stories and relationships from different perspectives and
then represent those new understandings in innovative and
creative ways. Ideal for new and experienced teachers, this
timely book explores simple but profound strategies for
initiating and maintaining respectful dialogue, promoting
collaboration over competition and confronting difficult issues such as bullying
and exclusion.

HANGING IN
Jeffre Benson • 9781760017569
Many students arrive at school with unique mixtures of
family histories, traumatic experiences and special needs
that test our skills and try our patience. In Hanging In:
Strategies for Teaching the Students Who Challenge Us
Most, veteran educator Jeffrey Benson shows educators
the value of tenacity and building connections in teaching
the students who most need our help. Just as teaching the
students who challenge us is among our most frustrating
experiences as educators, sticking with students until
they finally ‘get it’ is among our most rewarding.

114013 • $32.95

PBP7606 • $29.95
CREATIVITY AND THE AUTISTIC STUDENT
STOP THE STRESS IN SCHOOLS

Carrie Snow • 9781760016241
Using creativity as a lens to explore the meaningful learning
experiences of autistic youth, Carrie Snow evaluates and
challenges common conceptions about autism and offers
a strengths-based demonstration of the many ways
that autistic people express creativity and imagination.
She then identifies key qualities of education that are
commonly cited by autistic people to be significant to the
development of fulfilling lives, healthy identities promising
careers and vocations, and creativity in general.

Joey Mandel • 9781760016302
Stop the Stress in Schools introduces mental health
strategies that lead to a pro-social classroom environment
that supports student well-being, security, kindness,
motivation and ability to learn effectively. It argues that
conflict does not involve large isolated incidents but small
daily frustrations that can lead to a dysfunctional classroom
climate. The book provides teachers with explicit ways to
build healthy relationships and tools for handling problems
every day to create classrooms where positive, supportive
interactions replace negative ones, such as bullying.

TCP6241 • $32.95

PBP6302 • $34.95

CLASSROOM ROUTINES FOR REAL
LEARNING

SPECIALS! SHAKESPEARE
Mary Green • 9781740256032
Specials! Shakespeare is part of an exciting series of books
with unique support materials for middle and secondary
students who experience learning difficulties. The books
reinforce basic skills and offer practical resources for the
busy teacher to ensure access to vital curriculum areas and
provide subject progression, continuity and lively relevant
activities. Topics included are: heroes and heroines, villains,
parents and children, leaders, love, magic, the supernatural,
chaos and order, and plots.

FA5940 • $19.95

Jennifer Harper, Kathyrn O’Brien • 9781760016289
Classroom Routines for Learning addresses the modern
emphasis on differentiation that requires teachers to be
more flexible and in tune with the individual needs of their
students. Well-structured routines can increase active
student engagement, promote individual accountability,
and establish a positive classroom climate that reflects
student recognition of their role in how a classroom runs.
It is an ideal resource that will help teachers devote every
minute in the school day to effective learning.

PBP6289 • $34.95
DIFFERENTIATION, RESPONSE TO
INTERVENTION AND ACHIEVEMENT

SPECIALS! ENCOURAGING WRITING
Simon Burnham • 9781740257152
Specials! Encouraging Writing is part of an exciting series
of books with unique support materials for middle and
secondary students who experience learning difficulties.
These books have been written by experienced Special
Needs teachers and aim to give students a much needed
feeling of success in their work whilst ensuring that they
all have access to basic skills and concepts. Encouraging
writing is full of engaging activities to support your literacy
program.

SA4162 • $49.95

Carolyn Coil • 9781742396507
Differentiation and Response to Intervention work
together to allow all students, from the gifted and
talented to those with learning difficulties, to achieve
their potential. In this book you will learn about a variety
of research-based interventions, including behavioural
management and instructional strategies. You will find out
how to link student needs to specific interventions. This
book will show you how to assess and monitor individual
student progress, and how to select and use the Coil RTI
Progress Monitoring Forms that best meet your students’ needs.

HB6507 • $35.95

SPECIALS! SPEAKING AND LISTENING

STEP-BY-STEP LITERACY PROGRAM:
An Accelerated Literacy Program Book

Sandra Rief • 9781742398891
Specials! Speaking and Listening is part of an exciting
series of books with unique support materials for middle
and secondary students who experience learning
difficulties. The books reinforce basic skills and offer
practical resources for the busy teacher to ensure access
to vital curriculum areas and provide subject progression,
continuity and lively relevant activities. Talking Logs have
been included to indicate competencies that have been
practised.

Gilly Czerwonka
The Step-by-Step Literacy Program is designed to help
students as they enter the secondary phase of school.
Set out in easy unit lessons, these books aim to be a
‘second chance’ for students who need extra support to
continue developing spelling skills.

FA2888 • $19.95

Book 1 FA5356
Book 2 FA5364
Book 3 FA5372

SPECIALS! REAL LIFE READING

LET’S TALK

Jeanne Holloway • 9781740257138
Specials! Real Life Reading Shakespeare is part of an
exciting series of books with unique support materials for
middle and secondary students who experience learning
difficulties. The books reinforce basic skills and offer
practical resources for the busy teacher to ensure access
to vital curriculum areas and provide subject progression,
continuity and lively relevant activities. This book is full
of commonly used, practical forms and activities, which
will help students learn the importance of reading in their
everyday lives.

FA6972 • $19.95

+61 3 8558 2444

+61 3 8558 2400

Book 4 FA5380
Book 5 FA5399
$32.95 Each

SIMON BURNHAM • 1 74170 416 2
This book introduces the theory of Personal Construct
Psychology (PCP) in an accessible way, and provides
exercises and examples to illustrate its relevance to all
our lives. He explains how to use PCP in support and
interview sessions with young people, and its use can
be extended to use in the practice of advocacy and
representation. This book offers valuable practical ways
to enhance the work they do. The book sets out to
influence practice, and includes a PowerPoint interview
and assessment session.

SA4162 • $49.95

www.hbe.com.au
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MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS P-2 (WITH THE 5ES)

MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017064
Mindsets in the Classroom provides educators with
ideas for ways to build a growth mindset school culture,
wherein students are challenged to change their thinking
about their abilities and potential. The book includes
a planning template, step-by-step description of a
growth mindset culture and “look-fors” for adopting a
differentiated, responsive instruction model teachers can
use immediately in their classrooms. It also highlights the
importance of critical thinking and teaching students to
learn from failure. The book includes a sample professional development plan
and ideas for communicating the mindset concept to parents.

PRU7064 • $34.95
READY-TO-USE RESOURCES FOR MINDSETS
IN THE CLASSROOM
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017071
Ready-to-Use Resources for Mindsets in the Classroom
provides educators with tools they need to help students
change their thinking about their abilities and potential. The
book features ready-to-use, interactive tools for students,
teachers, parents, administrators and professional
development educators. Parent resources include a
sample parent web page and several growth mindset
parent education tools. Other resources include: mindset
observation forms, student and teacher “look fors”, lists of
books that contribute to growth mindset thinking,and more.

PRU7071 • $39.95
MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM POSTER
SET
Mary Ricci • 9781743306598
This poster set is perfect for schools looking to
implement the ideas in Mindsets in the Classroom
quickly, easily and successfully. When students
believe that dedication and hard work can change
their performance in school, they grow to become
resilient, successful students. This set contains six glossy, full-colour posters on
durable A3 laminated cardboard stock with essential messages schools need to
promote in order to create a growth mindset school culture in which work and
effort can lead to success!

PRU6598 • $39.95

9781742394947
Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students, including those with special needs. Use the
Five E’s of learning (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate
and Evaluate), to help students with special needs in Year/
Grade Levels P-2 understand mathematical concepts.
This revised Australian resource actively involves readers
through case studies, reflective questions and learning
tasks, showing educators how to help students overcome
problems such as organisational deficits and abstract
reasoning difficulties. .Appendices offer sample answers and additional supports.

SOT4947 • $35.00
MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 3-5 (WITH THE 5ES)
9781742394978
Increase your capacity to make mathematics accessible
to all students. This manual offers tools and guidance that
everyone in mathematics education can use to increase
confidence and competence. Chapters address critical
topics such as federal and state legislation, researchbased instructional best practices, and alternative
instruction and assessment practices. Reflective
questions and tasks make this a perfect book for selfguided or group study. Appendices offer sample answers
and additional supports.

SOT4978 • $35.00
MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 6-8 (WITH THE 5ES)
9781742395012
Use the 5Es of learning - engage, explore, explain,
elaborate and evaluate - to make maths accessible to
students with special needs in years six to eight. The 5E
instructional model is a research based lesson cycle that
has proven to increase student achievement and enable
teachers to implement high-quality, effective instruction
for mathematics. This revised Australian resource is full
of practical strategies for teachers to use as they strive
to make mathematics understandable to students with a
variety of special needs.

SOT5012 • $35.00
MINDSETS FOR PARENTS
Mary Ricci, Margaret Lee • 9781743303627
Research shows that success is often dependent on
mindset. Designed to provide parents with a roadmap
for developing a growth mindset home environment, this
book’s conversational style and real-world examples make
the popular mindsets topic approachable and engaging.
It includes tools for informally assessing the mindsets of
both parent and child, easy-to-understand brain research,
and suggested strategies and resources for use with
children of any age.

PRU3627 • $25.95
RECOGNISING AND PLANNING FOR SPECIAL
NEEDS IN THE EARLY YEARS
Chris Dukes, Maggie Smith • 9781742391342
Making sure that young children with special educational
needs have the right support is a top priority for all early
years settings, but spotting additional needs can be tricky.
This book is the ultimate resource for busy practitioners,
who want good, clear advice on what to look for and how
to set up the necessary provision. From an award-winning
author team, the advice contained here will empower you,
and give you the confidence to identify and plan for the
needs of every child in your care.

SA1342 • $47.95
LEADING AN INCLUSIVE SCHOOL: ACCESS
AND SUCCESS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Richard Vila, Jacqueline Thousand • 9781760562854
Richard A. Villa and Jacqueline S. Thousand provide an
in-depth, research-based guide for ensuring that your
school provides the federally guaranteed least restrictive
environment for students no matter the severity of the
challenges they face.

116022 • $39.95

MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 9-12 (WITH THE 5ES)
9781742395029
Use the 5Es of learning - engage, explore, explain,
elaborate and evaluate - to make maths accessible to
students with special needs in years nine to twelve. The 5E
instructional model is a research based lesson cycle that
has proven to increase student achievement and enable
teachers to implement high-quality, effective instruction
for mathematics. This revised Australian resource is full
of practical strategies for teachers to use as they strive to
make mathematics understandable to students with a variety of special needs.

SOT5029 • $35.00
YES WE CAN!
Heather Friziellie, Julie Schmidt, Jeanne Spiller • 9781760560577
Yes We Can! Addresses the collaborative partnership
that general and special educators must develop in order
to close the achievement gap and maximise learning
for all. Authors Heather Friziellie, Julie A. Schmidt, and
Jeanne Spiller focus on employing professional learning
community practices and the four critical questions of a
PLC to modify education structures and belief systems
based on the outlook that all students can learn.

SOT0577 • $41.25
Essentials for Principals: THE SCHOOL LEADERS
GUIDE TO SPECIAL EDUCATION, Third Edition
Margaret McLughlin, Kristin Ruedel • 9781743304129
Special education is often a confusing and expensive
consideration of running a school. You have IEPs and BIPs
in place, but are they really working? Find a refresher on
the key legal rights of students with disabilities along with
methods for designing and implementing IEPs and BIPs
that work, approaches to creating effective instruction and
assessment practices, and opportunities for inclusion in
the general education classroom.

SOT4129 • $21.95
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III
Special Education

III

Address a wide range of student needs with the complete BRIGANCE®
Special Education family of products

BRIGANCE® inventories have been trusted for more than 30 years. Now BRIGANCE® offers a total solution that makes
it easier than ever to identify present level of performance, develop goals and objectives for IEPs, deliver data-driven
instruction, and provide consistent, ongoing assessment to support the needs of your special education students.

The BRIGANCE® family of products help you to:

• Identify present level of performance and support IEP writing
• Monitor and report student progress
• Support transition planning

Inventory of Early Development (IED) III
• Easily identify a student’s present level of performance and monitor
progress for students functioning below the developmental age of 7
• Develop goals and objectives tied to assessment results and deliver
targeted instruction

Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills (CIBS) II
• Easily identify a student’s present level of performance and provide
ongoing assessment of academic skills at PreK to grade 9 levels
• Assess a broad range of skills with nearly 400 Reading/ELA and
Mathematics assessments

Transition Skills Inventory (TSI)
• Assess independent living, employment, and additional post-secondary
skills to support transition planning for middle and high school students
• Determine present level of performance in transition skills
• Develop transition IEPs/IPPs
• Monitor and report progress of transition skills

Transition Skills Activities (TSA)
• Provide data-driven instruction—lessons align
• directly to TSI assessments
• More than 250 activities accommodate a broad range of student abilities
and interests

Online Management System (OMS)
• Track student progress and create reports that are easy to understand
• Instantly generate goals and objectives to inform IEPs and target
instruction for each student
• Meets common special needs education requirements

+61 3 8558 2444

+61 3 8558 2400

www.hbe.com.au
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IED III

NEW
INVENTORY OF EARLY DEVELOPMENT (IED) III –
SPECIAL EDUCATION
(Birth–Developmental Age 7 years 11 months)

Assess education strengths and needs of students functions below developmental
age 7 years 11 months, monitor individual progress toward learning standards
and plan developmentally appropriate, individualised instruction with the
comprehensive, user-friendly Inventory of Early Development III – Special Education.
• Contains 110 developmental assessments
• Plan individualised instruction based on valid and reliable assessment results
• Measure student progress toward goals

New in this edition:
• NEW phonological awareness assessments and reading passages
• NEW mathematics assessments, including sorting and word problems

CA14274 • $250.00

• NEW science assessments
• Completely revised social-emotional development section
• Updated comprehensive and supplemental skill sequences
• Revised to reflect most recent research

School Readiness
READINESS ACTIVITIES INVENTORY
(3–7 years)

Build school readiness with these fun, easy-to-plan developmental activities!
BRIGANCE® Readiness Activities offers over 300 developmentally appropriate
activities covering a broad range of skills. They include learning objectives,
sequence of skills and teaching strategies to support teachers of all levels.
• Links assessment with instruction
• Builds home-school connections through family letters and take-home
learning plans and activities
• Includes easily reproducible student activity pages

CA11854 • $200.00

Based on assessment results from the Inventory of Early Development III, deliver
developmentally appropriate instruction with the correlated Readiness Activities.

Online Management System
Easily manage your special education assessment data for all BRIGANCE® Inventories:
• Inventory of Early Development III
• Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills II
• Transition Skills Inventory
The easy-to-access BRIGANCE® Online Management System tracks student progress and
analyses data while making it easy to share reports with administrators, teachers and
caregivers.
• Simplifies and centralises data management
• Identifies present level of performance (PLOP)
• Generates lists of customisable instructional goals and objectives for IEPs
• Provides progress reporting for individuals and groups

SUB8857 • Yearly Subscription • $200.00 • Helps you manage your program and meet reporting requirements

8
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CIBS II
COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF BASIC SKILLS (CIBS) II
(Pre K–Year 9)

The nearly 400 criterion-referenced assessments in the CIBS II make it easy to identify
present level of performance for students and provide ongoing assessment for
academic skills at pre-school to year 9 levels.
• Determine PLOP/PLAAFP
• Assess for effective diagnosis and instructional planning
• Develop goals and objectives for IEPs and monitor progress
• Track student progress with the Online Management System
• Support alternate assessment needs
Based on 30 years of research and experience in special education, the BRIGANCE®
Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills (CIBS) II is a comprehensive assessment tool
that meets common standards and is nationally normed on a wide-ranging U.S.
sample. BRIGANCE® CIBS II meets the needs of today’s special education teachers and
administrators by:
• Measuring academic achievement
Reading/English and Maths
CA11552 • $320.00
Standardised Inventory
CA11824 • $270.00

• Monitoring student strengths and needs to set educational goals and
supporting IEP writing
CIBS II is available in norm-referenced and standardised versions.
The criterion-referenced CIBS II Reading/English Inventory includes reading and
writing assessments that correlate to commonly tested English skills, and the Maths
Inventory incorporates a comprehensive set of assessments.

TSI
TRANSITION SKILLS INVENTORY (TSI)
(Secondary School)

The BRIGANCE® Transition Skills Inventory (TSI) helps educators easily assess independent
living, employment and additional post-secondary skills to support transition planning
for middle-years and high-school students.
• Determine present level of performance in transition skills
• Develop transition goals and objectives for IEPs
• Assess a wide range of student abilities
• Monitor and report progress toward transition goals
• Deliver data-driven instruction with the BRIGANCE® Transition Skills Activities
• Meet reporting requirements with optional Online Management System
The BRIGANCE® Transition Skills Inventory (TSI) includes more than one hundred indepth criterion-referenced assessments covering four important transition skill areas:
• Academic Skills—supports planning for post-secondary education or training
• Post-Secondary Opportunities—includes both employment and education/
training
Transition Skills Inventory
CA11613 • $220.00
Transition Skills Activities
CA13334 • $270.00

• Independent Living—covers a wide range of topics, including food, clothing,
housing and finance
• Community Participation—includes how to interact with community
resources, as well as skills related to good citizenship

TRANSITION SKILLS ACTIVITIES (TSA)
Build transition skills with instructional activities aligned to the Transition Skills Inventory
(TSI). The Transition Skills Activities provides lessons in key transition skill areas, including
employment, independent living, community participation and additional postsecondary skills.

+61 3 8558 2444

+61 3 8558 2400
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Code

Description

PRICE LIST
Price

QTY

Code

199273

ADD/ADHD Alternatives in the Classroom

$16.95

SOT5029

116019

A Teacher's Guide to Special Education

$39.95

SOT4947

SA4189

Attention Seeking, 2nd Ed

$55.95

SA6352

Autism and Understanding

$44.95

107040

Brain-Friendly Strategies for the Inclusion
Classroom

$27.95

117023

Building on the Strengths of Students with Special
Needs: How to Move Beyond Disability Labels in
the Classroom

$39.95

PBP6289

Classroom Routines for Real Learning

$34.95

HB3070

Cognitive Behavioural Training

$69.95

101236

Connecting With Students

$15.95

Description

Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 9-12 (with the 5Es)
Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs P-2 (with the 5Es)

Price

$35.00
$35.00

SA4105

Mental Health in Schools: A Guide to Pastoral &
Curriculum Provision

$39.95

PRU3627

Mindsets for Parents

$25.95

PRU7064

Mindsets in the Classroom

$34.95

PRU6598

Mindsets in the Classroom Poster Set

$39.95

SOT3813

Navigating the Core Curriculum: RTI Strategies to
Support Every Learner

$45.95

113017

Neurodiversity in the Classroom

$27.95

SA0077

Overcoming Difficulties with Number

$39.95

PRU6876

Parenting Kids With OCD: A Guide to
Understanding and Supporting You Child With
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

$24.95

SOT2301

Pyramid of Behavior Interventions: Seven Keys to a
Positive Learning Environment

$27.95

PRU7262

Raising Boys With ADHD: Secrets for Parenting
Healthy, Happy Sons

$29.95

PRU7071

Ready-to-Use Resources for Mindsets in the
Classroom

$39.95

SA1342

Recognising and Planning for Special Needs in
the Early Years

$47.95

LDA80020

Correcting Reversals

$24.95

105019

Creating an Inclusive School, Second Edition

$29.95

PBP7606

Creating Caring Classrooms

$29.95

TCP6241

Creativity and the Autistic Student

$32.95

SOT5800

Developing Effective Learners: RTI Strategies for
Student Success

$32.95

HB6507

Differentiation, Response to Intervention and
Achievement

$35.95

SA8737

Educating Children with Complex Conditions

$39.95

SOT4129

Essentials for Principals, Third Edition

$21.95

SA4219

Every Child Can Learn + CD

$79.95

SA1342

Recognising and Planning for Special Needs in
the Early Years

$47.95

$24.95

PRU7057

RtI for Gifted Students

$53.95

$24.95

FA2870

Specials! Encouraging Writing

$19.95

$24.95

FA6972

Specials! Real Life Reading

$19.95

$24.95

FA5940

Specials! Shakespeare

$19.95

FA2888

Specials! Speaking and Listening

$19.95

FA5356

Step-by-Step Literacy Program - Book 1

$20.00

PBP6302

Stop the Stress in Schools

$34.95

LDA80022

Strengthening Visual Memory Skills - Modified
Basic Skills

$24.95

PBP7682

Student Diversity, 2nd Edition

$29.95

PBP7705

Students at Risk, 2nd Edition

$29.95

NL2163
NL2170
NL2187
NL2194
NL2200
NL2217

Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Year F-1
Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Years 1-2
Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Years 2-3
Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Years 3-4
Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Years 4-5
Everyday Comprehension Intervention
Activities: Years 5-6

$24.95
$24.95

114013

Hanging In

$32.95

SA3891

Helping Students with Autistic Spectrum
Disorders to Learn

$46.95

2118

How to Manage Your Inclusive Classroom

$35.95

TCP6265

How to Prevent Special Education Litigation

$52.95

SA1328

Improving Working Memory

$39.95

SA6369

Teaching Play to Children with Autism

$49.95

RF7750

In a Nutshell: ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder)

$15.00

109074

Teaching with Poverty in Mind

$25.95

SOT9706

Inclusion Strategies & Interventions

$32.95

SA7404

The Autism Inclusion Toolkit + CD

$75.00

LSM7460

Inclusion & CCSS Supports for Students & Staff

$38.95

HB3394

The Boy with a Different Brain

$19.95

QRG116082

Inclusion Dos, Don’ts and Do Betters Quick
Reference Guide

$19.95

TCP2069

The New Inclusion

$32.95

INA2630

Including the Special Needs Child

$24.95

SA3905

Understanding and Supporting Children with ADHD

$49.95

116022

Leading an Inclusive School

$39.95

PBP7644

Learning in Safe Schools, 2nd Edition

$29.95

1436

Writing About Feelings

$21.95

SA4162

Let's Talk

$49.95

SOT0577

Yes We Can!

$41.25

$35.00

SOT7061

When Actions Speak Louder Than Words:
Understanding the Challenging Behaviors of Young
Children and Students With Disabilities

$40.00

PRU6883

When Smart Kids Underachieve in School:
Practical Solutions for Teachers

$29.95

SOT4978
SOT5012
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Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 3-5 (with the 5Es)
Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 6-8 (with the 5Es)

CAT127

$35.00

QTY
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BRIGANCE
Inventory of Early Development (IED) III
Code

Description

2014
Price

QTY

Readiness Inventory
Code

Description

Price

BRIGANCE® Readiness Activities

Inventories

CA14278

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Inventory Early Childhood Edition

$250.00

CA14274

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Inventory Special Education Edition

$250.00

CA14288

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Standardised Inventory

$200.00

Record Books

CA11854

BRIGANCE®: Readiness Activities Inventory

$200.00

BRIGANCE® Readiness Take-Home Activity Books

CA11375

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Counts in Order (5)

$15.00

CA11376

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Counts Objects (5)

$15.00

CA14283

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Record Book (Set of 10)

$42.00

CA11374

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Prints Letters (5)

$15.00

CA14284

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Record Book (Set of 100)

$390.00

CA11373

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Prints Letters in Order (5)

$15.00

CA14289

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Standardised Record Book (Set of
10)

$42.00

CA11372

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Prints Personal Info (5)

$15.00

CA14290

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Standardised Record Book
(Set of 100)

$390.00

CA11371

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Reads Letters (5)

$15.00

CA11377

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Reads Numbers (5)

$15.00

CA11370

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Recites Alphabet (5)

$15.00

CA11378

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Understands Numbers (5)

$15.00

CA11379

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity: Writes Numbers in Order
(5)

$15.00

CA11381

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity Books (Set of 10 - 1 of
each)

$30.00

CA11380

BRIGANCE®: Take-Home Activity Books (Set of 50 - 5 of
each)

$150.00

Technical Manual

CA14292

QTY

BRIGANCE : IED III 2014: Standardisation and Validation
Manual

$65.00

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Box of Materials

$69.00

®

Accessories

CA9562

Bundles
Bundles
CA14285

Kit Includes

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Special Education Classroom Kit

$385.00

IED III Inventory-Special Education Edition, 20 x IED III Record Books, IED III Box of Materials

CA14286

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Early Childhood Classroom Kit

$385.00

Kit Includes

IED III Inventory-Early Childhood Edition, 20 x IED III Record Books, IED III Box of Materials

CA14291

BRIGANCE®: IED III 2014: Standardised Kit

Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills (CIBS) II
Code

Description

2014
Price

QTY

Inventories

Kit Includes

$385.00
CA11552

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Reading/English and Maths
Inventory

$320.00

CA11824

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Standardised Inventory

$270.00

IED III Inventory-Standardised Edition, 20 x IED III Record Books, IED III Box of Materials, IED III
Standardisation and Validation Manual

Complete Assessment Bundles
Record Books
CA14348

Kit Includes

BRIGANCE®: Screens III 2014: Complete Assessment Kit 0-35
Months

$600.00

Screens III- 0-35 months Screen, Screens III Data Sheet-Infant, Toddler & 2 year old, Screens III
Technical Report, IED III Inventory-Early Childhood Edition, 20 x IED III Record Books, IED III Box
of Materials

CA14347

BRIGANCE®: Screens III 2014: Complete Assessment Kit 3-5 Yrs

Kit Includes

Screens III- 3–5 years Screen, Screens III Data Sheet-3 year old, 4 year old & 5 year old, Screens
III Technical Report, IED III Inventory-Early Childhood Edition, 20 x IED III Record Books, IED III
Box of Materials

+61 3 8558 2444

$600.00

+61 3 8558 2400

CA11575

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Record Book (Set of 10)

$40.00

CA11824

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Standardised Record Book (Set
of 10)

$40.00

Technical Manual

CA11829

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Standardisation and Validation
Manual

www.hbe.com.au
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Bundles
Code
CA11620
Kit Includes

CA11659
Kit Includes

Description
BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Classroom Kit

Price

QTY

Name of School .........................................................................................

$380.00

Address .....................................................................................................

CIBS II Reading/English and Maths Inventory, 20 x CIBS II Record Books

BRIGANCE®: CIBS II 2014: Standardised Classroom Kit

.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................

$380.00

CIBS II Standardised Inventory, 20 x CIBS II Record Books, CIBS II Standardisation and Validation
Manual

Transition Skills (TSI)
Code

2014
Description

Price

QTY

Inventory

CA11613

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Inventory (TSI)

$220.00

Description
BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Activities (TSA)

2014
Price

QTY

❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)
Card number:
Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____ CVV: _____

$270.00

Signature: _____________________________________________________________
CHEQUE
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

Student Books

CA13338

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

CREDIT CARD
❍ School/organisation credit card ❍ Personal credit card

$40.00

Transition Skills Activities (TSA)

CA13334

Email: .........................................................................................................

Purchase order number: ________________________________________________

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Record Book (Set of
10)

Code

Country .....................................................................................................

INVOICE
❍ Please invoice school/institution (official purchase order must be supplied)

Record Books

CA11597

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Student Book (Set of
10)

$35.00

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

Bundles

• All prices are subject to change without notice.
CA11642

Kit Includes

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Inventory Kit

$279.00

• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into
New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by credit card in New Zealand
dollars ($NZD).

Transition Skills Inventory (TSI), 20 x TSI Record Books

• Full money-back guarantee.
CA13333

Kit Includes

CA13332

Kit Includes

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Activities Kit

• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.

$390.00

Transition Skills Activities (TSA), 20 x TSA Student Books

BRIGANCE®: Transition Skills 2014: Complete Kit

• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we
will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale
only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return
postage is the responsibility of the customer.

$650.00

Transition Skills Inventory (TSI), 20 x TSI Record Books, Transition Skills Activities (TSA), 20 x TSA
Student Books

Online Management Systems
Code

Description

SUB8906

BRIGANCE®: OMS II Special Education 30 Day Trial
Subscription

SUB8907

BRIGANCE®: OMS II Special Education Yearly Subscription

2014
Price
$0.00

• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

QTY

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REP
VIC contact reception on 03 8558 2444 or orders@hbe.com.au

$200.00

QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

OMS II Special Education Covers CIBS II, CIBS II Standardised, TSI

SUB8856

BRIGANCE®: Screens III 2014: OMS 30 Day Trial Subscription

SUB8857

BRIGANCE®: Screens III 2014: OMS Yearly Subscription

$0.00

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Website: www.hbe.com.au • Email: orders@hbe.com.au • ABN: 77 093 854 892

Screens III OMS Covers

Screens III, IED III, Correlation to Readiness Activities

TOTAL (plus freight): $

$200.00

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW
AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker
Brownlow Education, you can now order online
and pay using that account.

